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Using Your Duvet Liner & Washing Instructions
Thank you for purchasing the Waterproof Breathable
Duvet Liner. The liner will help protect your duvet for
many years to come.
Installing and removing the liner is quick and easy.
The liner uses a space age polyester membrane that is
both waterproof and breathable.
We make several recommendations that will ensure
your duvet is protected, you have a great night’s sleep
and are able to easily wash your liner.

Step 1:
Remove the liner from the plastic bag.
The liner has mesh panels in the side and end
gussets. The mesh panels allow air to escape
providing a comfortable night’s sleep.

Step 2:
Your duvet goes inside the liner. The liner (with the
duvet inside) goes inside your fashionable printed
duvet cover.
Open the liner zipper. Place the duvet inside the
liner. Find the cotton ties inside the liner on each
corner (there are also four ties on the outside of the
liner – for this step you want the ties inside the
liner). Tie the corners of the duvet to the inside
cotton liner ties. This will stop the duvet from
shifting within the liner. Close the liner zipper.

Step 3:

Liquids can enter the liner through the mesh panels
and/or the end zipper. On most beds the end and
sides of the duvet typically hang over the side and
end of the bed. It is important to ensure the duvet
and the liner does not shift within your fashionable
duvet cover so the duvet is protected.

Washing Instructions:
Your Waterproof Breathable Duvet Liner
is fast and easy to clean.
• Wash and dry separately from other items.
• Wash the liner with cold water on a delicate
setting using a mild laundry detergent, such
as Woolite®.
• Do not use bleach or fabric softeners as
these may damage the waterproof breathable
membrane.
• Because the liner fabric is waterproof you
may need to manually drain any water
captured within the liner before spin drying.
• Tumble machine dry on a cool setting.
• Do not dry clean as these will damage the
fabric.
In the event of an ‘accident’ remove the duvet
immediately from the cover and liner. We
recommend using an enzyme based urine
treatment directly on the accident. Follow the
directions on the urine treatment product.

Place the liner (with the duvet inside) inside your
fashionable printed duvet cover. Tie the cotton ties
on the outside of the liner to the fashionable duvet
cover. This will keep the liner from shifting within
the duvet cover and will ensure the mesh panels
remain on the sides.
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